A Page in a Book
Perfect Picks for Pigeon Pals
One of the most common birds in our everyday lives, pigeons move around our feet
in parking lots, perch along power lines and flock above our heads in all seasons.
Pigeons are one of the first birds that young children interact with as they allow closer
proximity than most wild birds. This nodding acquaintance with pigeons expands
when kids learn more about these amazing avian wonders. From carrying vital messages among the allies in World War II to understanding abstract math on a level with
primates, pigeons lead the flock of feathered wonders. The following books celebrate
the mighty pigeon with tales that will enchant the littlest bird-watchers!

Pigeon P.I.

by Meg McLaren (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin)
When a frantic little canary appeals to P.I. Pigeon for help finding her missing flock of friends, he
reluctantly takes the case. While the eager canary wants to learn the ropes of detective work,
Pigeon insists on working alone sending her on her way. But his client’s subsequent disappearance
spurs an investigation that takes P.I. Pigeon to the seedy side of town as he plucks out clues that
may crack the case like an egg. Rich with puns, this title offers hidden treats with each reading.
The hard-boiled investigator-for-hire’s dialogue follows the style of a classic noir tale with wonderfully nostalgic results. Featuring end papers with charming tips on detective work this title deserves
repeat investigation.

Gary

by Leila Rudge (Candlewick Press)
Gary lives, eats and sleeps with his flock of friends, a team of racing pigeons. But when the team hits
the road for races, Gary doesn’t get to travel with them; he can’t fly. Instead, Gary collects souvenirs, he
records the team’s discussions of the courses and follows their progress on maps. His home-bound status suddenly shifts when he and his scrapbook accidentally fall into the team travel basket. Transported
across town, the basket lid lifts and his team bursts into flight, racing back to their roost. Left behind
and unable to fly, Gary’s collection of souvenirs and notes reveal more than one way to get back home.
Exploring the variety of ways that birds of a feather can flock together, Gary takes the prize for tenacity in
the face of unique challenges.

King of the Sky

by Nicola Davies, Illustrated by Laura Carlin (Candlewick Press)
Feeling out of place in a new land, the soft cooing of pigeons is one of the few things that
reminds a young boy of his native home in Italy. The old man who keeps the racing birds shows
the child how pigeons can travel great distances and still find their way back to the roost. When
a big race sends the flock all the way to Rome, the true test of the birds’ drive takes form as they
navigate thousands of miles through stormy skies. As the man and boy wait and watch, their
faith becomes power as they look to the heavens for the flock to arrive home. Pairing the uncertainty of many immigrant journeys with the unswerving path of pigeons returning to their roost,
King of the Sky gently transforms longing for where you were... into belonging where you are.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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Gearing Up for
Glow-in-the-Dark Fun
There’s a natural sense of enchantment that comes along with finding light in the darkness. From the full moons to fireflies, our eyes are
drawn to the marvel of illumination emerging from the night. Children
are especially entranced by these contrasts, fascinated by things that
glow among the dark. The following items deserve glowing recommendations for bringing a bit a brilliance to play time. Tip for observing
glow-in-the-dark materials: Closing your eyes for a moment as you drop

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

the lights allows the pupil to expand before the lid opens on darkness.
The softer light of glow-in-the-dark materials will appear more vivid and
distinct to a prepared eye.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Crazy Forts!
Glow-in-the-Dark

Glow-in-the-Dark
Full Moon Wall Decal

Making a blanket fort comes with
the understanding that a light source
will be needed for the interior (that’s
part of what makes blanket forts cool).
But what if the fort’s construction
materials include their own ambient light? The Crazy Fort kits feature
round nodes that serve as the joins for sturdy rods. The node holes
enable a range of versatile framing possibilities (dome, square,
etc.). The Glow-in-the-Dark version offers an extra layer of awesome
with nodes that render about two hours of gentle illumination inside
a newly constructed tent. Whether kids are building from the ground
up or crafting a blanket tent on the bed, these interior glowing orbs
are just the thing to move a blanket fort to blanket fantastic!

The brightest object in our night
sky, a full and radiant moon never fails
to capture our imagination. It’s easy to
bring this fascination indoors with Judek’s large moon decal that adheres to
most flat, smooth surfaces. Under normal lighting conditions the phosphorescent material ‘charges up’ during the day so when the lights go out,
the moon gently glows in the darkness. Highly detailed and larger that
most decals (18” diameter), the moon’s mares, mountains and other
lunar features offer additional appeal for watchful observers. Ideal for
kids who need a bit of night light to fall asleep, the moon sticker provides a subtle and soothing illumination. The Judek Glow-in-the-Dark
Full Moon Decal is a unique gift for sky-watchers, young and old.

(Everest)

(Judek)

SKLZ Pro Mini
Basketball Hoop

Puzzle Doubles Glowin-the-Dark Dinos

Adding a bright twist to bedroom
basketball, the SKLZ glow-in-the-dark
hoop lights up the action. Exposed to
normal lighting conditions, the backboard, ball and the eight-loop net store
enough energy to illuminate basketball
action after darkness falls. Featuring a
shatter-proof 18” x 12” backboard this set includes door mounting
hardware that helps minimize impact from game play. The springmounted steel hoop also allows for ‘break-away’ action when the dunk
shots go hard. While young players may not need a nightlight anymore,
the gentle illumination from the SKLZ Pro Mini Glow-in-the-Dark Basketball Set is guaranteed to spark new hoop dreams in kids long after the
lights go out.

Puzzle play, dinosaurs and x-ray
vision all come together in one fantastic
resource that will light up play time in
shining style. Extra large at 3’ x 2’ feet
with 100 pieces, this prehistoric puzzle
fosters focus and fine motor skills as little
hands assemble the scene under normal
lighting conditions. When the dinosaur puzzle is complete, the final
surprise is revealed when the lights go down. Embossed with phosphorescent materials, the dinosaur skeletons hidden in the puzzle graphics
emerge in darkness. It’s a single puzzle with double the reward! The
Learning Journey also offers glow-in-the-dark puzzles with additional
themes including sea life, outer space and wildlife so the illuminated
puzzler journey can continue!

(The Learing Journey)

(SKLZ)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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